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Communication No.1 
Issued at 00h00 30th May 2017 Document: 4-01e 

To all the competitors Number of pages: 2 

Issued by the Rally organizing committee Attachment: None 

Regarding recce procedure 

 

Recce registration 1:  14:30-20:00 8th June (Thu) at Palcall Tsumagoi Resort Hotel 3F HQ 

Recce registration 2:  5:45-7:00 9th June (Fri) at Palcall Tsumagoi Resort Hotel 3F HQ 

※ The competitors must attend the registration with their driving license. 

 

Procedure:  Maximum of two passes for each stage is allowed under instruction on the recce books 

that are provided at the recce registration. Number of passage and recce tyres 

will be checked in the stages.  

Speed limitation: Maximum speed in the stages is 40kph. This must be strictly followed. 

Recce car: Using a rental car provided by the organisers must be used for recce. 

 

Recce schedule: 9th June (Fri) No recce is allowed other than those times 

Opening time SS Stage name Distance 

07：00～09：30 SS4 Summy SSS 0.491 ｋｍ 

07：00～10：30 SS12 and 16 Omae Suzaka Down 5.663 ｋｍ 

08：00～10：30 SS1 Gunmazaka 2.271 ｋｍ 

08：00～10：30 SS2 and 6 Saziki 3.984 ｋｍ 

10：00～12：00 SS7 and 8 Minenohara 10.779 ｋｍ 

11：30～13：30 SS10 and 14 Saziki R 4.780 ｋｍ 

11：30～13：30 SS11 and 15 Gunmazaka R 2.096 ｋｍ 

12：00～14：00 SS3 and 6 Omae Suzka Up 5.477 ｋｍ 

12：00～14：00 SS13 Summy SSS R 0.401 ｋｍ 

    There is no guarantee for two passes as recce time for each stages is fixed. 

 

Reminder 

1. All the roads during recce is opened for public therefore there might be opposite traffic 

even in the stages during recce. 

2. The competitors are reminded that public traffic has priority to the rally traffic. 

3. Competitors who miss the second pass must report to rally HQs, CRO or recce marshals. 

 

Request from local police station: speed limit must be respected on the liaison and drive slower 

than public traffic. 

Speed checks will be set on the liaison and the stages. Any infringement will be reported to 
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the stewards’meeting. 

 

Rental recce cars pick up/return 

         Pickup:  6:00-7:00 as per below location 

         Return  15:00 as per below location 

         Location of Pickup/Return: Toyota Rental Lease Naganohara Kusatsu Guchi station branch 

                         1357-1 Naganohara, Naganohara town, Agastuma  TEL; 0279-82-0100 

     * From Pal call 35 minutes by car, distance 26km 

       * The competitor is allowed to go to the rental car location by their own to collect recce car. 

          Or, there is a shuttle bus from the rally HQ to transport the competitors to the rental car location. 

          Shuttle bus HQ Hotel departure time:  1st time: 5:30  2nd time:  None 

        Shuttle bus Toyota Rental Car departure time:  1st time:  14:30  2nd time: around 15:30 

         *All the rental recce cars are determined by the organisers and no alternative choice. 

         *Only the tyres fitted to the rental recce cars are allowed during recce. 

 
Map to Toyota Rental Car Naganohara Kusatsuguchi station branch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


